Managed Antivirus
Extend your frontline protection with Huntress.

Harness the Benefits of Your Investment in Microsoft Windows
Huntress’ Managed Antivirus enables you to extract maximum value from Microsoft Defender Antivirus, a built-in and often untapped Windows OS security component. This empowers you to reinvest more money back into growing your business.

Streamline Endpoint Security Management Into One Dashboard
Our Managed Antivirus offers a centralized, multi-tenant dashboard to monitor and manage Defender on all protected endpoints. See detections and events, monitor scans and protections, set exclusions and execute remediation actions—all from The Huntress Security Platform.

Quickly Identify and Remediate Incidents
The Managed Antivirus dashboard extracts and features essential information from Defender to identify and prioritize incidents and inform remediation steps. In addition, Huntress’ SOC team provides an added layer of expertise to analyze alerts and recommend action items when remediations cannot be performed by Defender alone.

“Managed AV allows us to maximize the investments we’ve already made in Microsoft Windows, and coupled with Huntress’ existing detection and response capabilities, we’re able to harden endpoint security across the board for our clients without needing to justify increased prices.”

Elliot Gardner
Director of Technology | Stambaugh Ness
**Key Features**

- **Centralized policy management** of Defender configuration and policy compliance enforcement across all endpoints at the account, organization or host level. Easily apply Huntress-recommended policy settings or your own multi-tenant recommended configuration policy.

- **Actionable incident reporting** that enables you to view and examine incidents that Defender flags, including event details and remediation steps taken. Huntress’ human threat hunters will review certain detections and provide a contextual classification of detections for enrichment and triage. Actionable incident reports will be sent to configured integrations (PSAs).

- **Assisted Remediation** powered by The Huntress Security Platform for incidents that Defender flags as needing a reboot or full scan. Assisted Remediation automates the execution of customized remediation actions that Huntress provides; however, administrators can choose to do them manually or allow the Huntress agent to perform new actions.

- **Greater Defender visibility** into the health, status, latest scan and signature updates for all hosts. See what Defender detects—including discovered actions, which are highlighted and brought to the surface.

- **Comprehensive Huntress dashboard** shows high-level oversight into security statuses in Defender, including flagged incidents, with the ability to drill down for monitoring and managing at the account and organization levels. You can gather essential information to identify and prioritize incidents and inform remediation steps—all from the Managed Antivirus dashboard to streamline time spent on threat hunting.

- **Easy to deploy and manage** through the lightweight Huntress agent and robust management integrations. Simply deploy the Huntress agent and enable the Managed Antivirus service.

**Huntress Managed EDR**

Managed Antivirus is a feature included in Huntress Managed EDR. With Managed EDR and its included features, Huntress can help you detect, isolate, and remediate malicious threats across your endpoints, including persistent threats, antivirus evasion, ransomware, and more.

- **Persistent Footholds**
  Eliminate persistent threats hiding in plain sight on Windows and Mac.

- **Managed Antivirus**
  Make the most of your frontline virus protection with Microsoft Defender.

- **Ransomware Canaries**
  Catch potential ransomware incidents early and quickly respond.

- **External Recon**
  Highlight external vulnerabilities to tighten perimeter defenses.

See what your AV can do for you.

Start a [free trial](#) or [book a demo](#) to get started.